Upload specification photos and video for Image Supporters Foundation Visual Shaker.
Dear Image Supporter, when uploading images, please read the specifications below. However, it is
no problem if you do not meet all specifications. Are you in doubt? Please mail us :
info@visualshaker.org . If you have uploaded images, please send us an email.
Photo specifications :
1.
Photo size: approximately 4000 px wide / 2666 px high
2.
File format: JPG
3.
Color: RGB
4.
We will make a video clip of your photos. We need about 10 to 20 shots per video clip. A little
more is of course also possible. It would be nice if we could show one specific subject per video clip.
For example, a series of photos of an animal that eats something or tries to catch something. Or for
example a series of pictures of a flower photographed from different positions. As a photographer
you are of course creative enough to come up with something beautiful.
Video specifications:
1.
Preferably a completely edited video. So that we can put it on our website quickly.
2.
A video of 1 minute or longer. Not longer than 3 to 5 minutes. Otherwise, please consult
with us.
3.
Do you not have a complete video, but only separate recordings? Upload only the most
beautiful recordings so we can make a nice video clip. Please edit the colors eg.
4.
Upload format: avi, r3d, m2ts, mp4, mxf, prores, dnxhd, mxf, dpx, cin, exr, mov
5.
Large image: 720/1280 or 1080/1920 . Do you only have 4K files, please contact us in
advance.
Where to upload images?:
Do not upload all your photos and/or videos directly. So that our external hard disk is not
overloaded. Mail us if you have uploaded something again. We will then extract the recordings from
your personal upload folder. Your upload folder will also be empty again.
- Each Image Supporter receives a personal link to an upload folder. We have secured this with a
password. Please keep the link and password safe. Mail us if you have lost it or if it doesn't work.
- We work with cloud solutions from Hidrive of the company Strato.
Do you have any questions? Mail us info@visualshaker.org

Only upload photos and videos to which you own all rights. Image Supporter may only upload photos and videos that meet
the conditions set out in the agreed Copyright License Agreement. It is prohibited to upload the following images:
pornographic images, racist and/or discriminatory images. Recordings of extreme violence unless they fit within the
objectives of the Foundation. Image Supporters may only use their personal upload folder provided by the Foundation to
upload photos and videos that the Foundation can use and that fit within the framework of the Copyright License
Agreement.

